

**AESE Award for Outstanding Editorial or Publishing Contributions**  
**Deadline June 1, 2010**

In 1972, the Association of Earth Science Editors established the AESE Award for Outstanding Editorial or Publishing Contributions. The purpose of the award is to recognize truly outstanding contributions and achievements in editing or publishing that stimulate new or greatly improved accomplishments in teaching, research, and applications in the field of earth science. The Association stipulates that the award need not be given each year and shall be given only to those who meet the rigorous requirements set forth by the Association.

Note: There is no entry form to nominate someone for the Award for Outstanding Editorial or Publishing Contributions. Please submit information documenting this person’s contributions, such as letters and testimonials from others that demonstrate the value of the work in stimulating new or improved achievements in earth science teaching, research, or applications.

---

**AESE Award for Lifetime Honor Member**  
**Deadline June 1, 2010**

The AESE Lifetime Honor Membership Award is given in recognition of a career of continuous contributions to earth science editing or publishing, or contributions to AESE through service in office or on committees. The award honors those less visible but highly valuable members of the earth science editing and publishing community, whose behind-the-scenes efforts benefit us all.

Note: There is no entry form for this award; nominations should include information about this person’s contributions, such as letters and testimonials from others that demonstrate the value of the work to AESE or to the earth science editing community.

Send nominations for the above two awards to  
Beverly Molyneux  
American Association of Petroleum Geologists  
1444 S. Boulder  
Tulsa, OK 74119

[molyneux@aapg.org](mailto:molyneux@aapg.org)  
918-560-2670
AESE Award for Outstanding Publication
Deadline June 1, 2010

Awarded for the first time in 1993, this award recognizes a recently published earth science publication—book, map, journal, or other individual publication, including those produced electronically—that demonstrates outstanding editing, design, illustration, writing, effectiveness of production cost, and overall effectiveness in achieving its publication goal. Recently published is defined as no more than three years prior to the award year; e.g., for the 2010 awards year, published on or after January 1, 2007.

The competition is open to AESE members and nonmembers alike.

Entries are judged on a point system, and points cannot be granted in areas where information is missing. Submissions should include all of the requested information.

Each nomination must be accompanied by a completed entry form and be submitted by June 1, 2010. Please mail each entry, with two copies of the publication, to

Beverly Molyneux
American Association of Petroleum Geologists
1444 S. Boulder
Tulsa, OK 74119

molyneux@aapg.org
918-560-2670
**Entry Form for Outstanding Publication**  
(also available on the AESE Web site: www.aese.org)

Title of your entry (exactly as it should appear on an award):

Identification of at least one and up to three people who contributed significantly to this publication and their contribution(s) (e.g., editing, design, illustration, writing, production, publication):
  
      Entrant 1 and contribution:
      Entrant 2 and contribution:
      Entrant 3 and contribution:

Category of publication (check one):
  
      Print
      Electronic
      Map/Poster

Name of submitter (receives all correspondence):
  
      Daytime telephone and fax numbers:
      E-mail address:
      Business name:
      Business address:
      City, state, zip/postal code, country:

Purpose and audience: Identify the audience and the goal of this publication.

Description of the publication and its development: Please discuss the following topics.
  
      Design/format
      Writing/editing
      Research
      Significance
      Illustrations, printing, publishing
      Production history
      Budget limitations, effectiveness of production cost
      Number of copies produced or that will be produced
      Price of the publication
      Customer response

Supporting documentation: The following documentation is not required but would assist the judging panel.
  
      Testimonials from readers or users
      Published reviews
      Reviews solicited for this nomination
      Statements from the publication’s “contributors” (e.g., editor, designer, illustrator, writer, printer, publisher)
Return of submittal (check one):
   The entry is donated to AESE after the competition (self-addressed, postage-paid
   packaging is not provided).
   The entry will be picked up at the AESE annual meeting.
   The entry will be returned to the submitter. Enclosed is self-addressed, postage-paid
   packaging.

Certification: I certify that the contributors’ names listed on this form are major contributors to
the entry, that any proprietary information in the entry may be revealed, and that the entry
contains no classified information. Neither the AESE nor anyone associated with the competition
may be held responsible for damage to or loss of an entry.

Submitter’s signature, title, and date: